Abstract: Based on a sample, we considered the problem of estimating the dispersion matrix of a multivariate normal distribution with variance covariance matrix ∑. Empirical Bayes estimators and Haff estimators with their conditions, two proposed estimators of ∑, were the best affine equivariant estimators of dispersion matrix, which we compared them by three different loss functions.
INTRODUCTION
Let X 1 , … X N be i.i.d. N p (µ, ∑), where µ and ∑ p×p are both unknown (µ ∈R p and ∑ p.d.). We reduce the data set by sufficiency and concentrate only on (X , S) , where Σ , Haff [2] obtained the following conditions on the estimators of the form:
With g(S) = c i ut(u) i = 1,2, under L 1 , L 2 respectively as:
is a constant
• t(u) is an absolutely continuous and nonincreasing function, 2(p 1) 0 t n − < < Abbasi [1] derived some conditions for which Σ under loss L 3 . Pal and Elfessi [3] proposed that in the expression of S, used the JamesStein structure instead of X . They start with:
As a new estimator of ∑. Motivated by [4] , when p≥2, one can also use X to get improvements but such typical improved estimators have one undesirable property, they are nonanalytic and hence inadmissible. This estimator is scale equivariant and uses both X and S. For p≥2, if Tsukuma and Konno [5] considered the problem of estimating the precision matrix of a multivariate normal distribution model with respect to a quadratic loss function. Furthermore, a numerical study was undertaken to compare the properties of a collection of alternatives to the "unbiased" estimator of the discriminate coefficients.
In
MATERIALS AND METHODS
It is obvious that the role of c i in changing of the amount of risk function is essential. With determining the boundaries for c i , two groups of estimators are compared under three loss functions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Comparison under L 1 : It is well known that, given X , Haff [2] obtained an unbiased estimator for 1 ( ) α Σ and showed that:
Now, we consider the risk difference: 
